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Minimalism – January 17, 2018 

 

Minimalism (n) – A style of music developed in the 20th century that uses repetition of very short 

phrases that change gradually. It produces a hypnotic effect. 

 

Important minimalist composers 

John Luther Adams (b. 1947) 

Louis Andriessen (b. 1939) 

Julius Eastman (1940-90) 

Philip Glass (b. 1938) 

Meredith Monk (b. 1942)  

Arvo Pärt (b. 1935) 

Steve Reich (b. 1936) 

Terry Riley (b. 1935) 

 

Introduction to minimalism 

John Cage (1912-92), 4’33 (1952) 

 

Ludwig van Beethoven, Symphony No. 3 in E-flat Major “Eroica”, I. Allegro con brio (1804) 

 

Philip Glass, String Quartet No. 2 “Company”, I. (1983) 

 

Alvin Lucier, I Am Sitting in a Room (1969) 

I am sitting in a room different from the one you are in now. I am recording the sound of 

my speaking voice and I am going to play it back into the room again and again until the 

resonant frequencies of the room reinforce themselves so that any semblance of my 

speech, with perhaps the exception of rhythm, is destroyed. What you will hear, then, are 

the natural resonant frequencies of the room articulated by speech. I regard this activity 

not so much as a demonstration of a physical fact, but more as a way to smooth out any 

irregularities my speech might have. 

 

Comparing time periods and musical styles 

Romantic: Johannes Brahms (1833-97), String Quartet in A minor, Op. 51 No. 2 (1873) 

Serialism or 12-tone: Anton Webern (1883-1945), String Quartet, Op. 28 (1937-38) 

Minimalism: Philip Glass (b. 1937), String Quartet No. 5, III. (1991) 

 

 

 

 

Other important Romantic composers Other important serial composers 

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) 

Hector Berlioz (1803-69) 

Frédéric Chopin (1810-49) 

Gustav Mahler (1860-1911) 

Felix Mendelssohn (1809-47) 

Franz Schubert (1797-32) 

Clara Schumann (1819-96) 

Robert Schumann (1810-56) 

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-93) 

Richard Wagner (1813-83) 

Milton Babbitt (1916-2011)  

Alban Berg (1885-1935) 

Pierre Boulez (1925-2001) 

Elliott Carter (1908-2012) 

Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951) 

Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007) 
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More examples of minimalism 

Steve Reich (b. 1936), Clapping Music (1972) 

Drumming, part I (1970-1) 

 

Frederic Rzewski (b. 1938), Coming Together (1971) 

Excerpt of a letter from Sam Melville (1934-71) on May 16, 1970, prisoner at Attica Prison 

(New York) 

I think the combination of age and the greater coming together is responsible for the 

speed of the passing time. it's six months now and i can tell you truthfully few periods in 

my life have passed so quickly. i am in excellent physical and emotional health. there are 

doubtless subtle surprises ahead but i feel secure and ready. 

 

As lovers will contrast their emotions in times of crisis, so am i dealing with my 

environment. in the indifferent brutality, incessant noise, the experimental chemistry of 

food, the ravings of lost hysterical men, i can act with clarity and meaning. i am 

deliberate—sometimes even calculating—seldom employing histrionics except as a test 

of the reactions of others. i read much, exercise, talk to guards and inmates, feeling for 

the inevitable direction of my life. 

 

Interview with Meredith Monk (b. 1942) 

 

Homework 

 

Reading: None! 

 

Writing: All 6 of your pieces for the magazine are due via email by 11:59pm on January 21, 

2018 

 

We’ll be spending all of our class time on January 22 and January 24 preparing the class 

magazine: deciding what order the pieces will appear in, where photos will go, what fonts and 

colors to use, what the cover will look like… 

 

We’ll also be writing two pieces together to include in the magazine that help tie all the articles 

together by reinforcing the theme of the magazine. Together in class, we’ll discuss, draft, and 

revise these pieces as well as anything else you want to include in the magazine: 

 

1) “Dear readers” – a letter welcoming anyone who is reading the magazine and giving them 

a sense of what to expect in the magazine. 

2) One piece of reflective content that you together imagine, create, and revise. This could 

be a presentation of your evolving ideas about what America is or what America sounds 

like from the first day of class through the semester, or it could be anything else you think 

of that shows what you’ve learned together. 

 

If necessary, we will also edit or polish your individual pieces during class time. 


